ACSP Newsletter

### Featured News

**CURRICULUM INNOVATION AWARD DEADLINE IS APRIL 25**

Have you submitted your innovative curriculum for an ACSP/ Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Curriculum Innovation Award? Don't delay, submit your exemplary course today and you could be one of four $7,000 winners! A total of $28,000 in prize money will be awarded. Hurry as there are just 6 days left to submit.

[Learn more here.](#)

### Weekly Highlights

#### 2022 Best Paper Award in Planning & Entrepreneurship

In partnership with the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, ACSP is pleased to announce two annual awards for promising research studying the connections between planning and entrepreneurship.

The purpose of this award program is to encourage innovative, insightful and timely research in city, community, urban or regional planning that is relevant to questions related to entrepreneurs and their firms as well as to practitioners and policymakers who want to promote entrepreneurship. Research that has direct practical implications and addresses pressing economic and/or social problems is especially appropriate for these awards.

A total of $3,000 in prize money will be awarded. [Learn more here.](#)
$13,000 USD Available for ACSP Student & Travel Awards

We have great news for students! ACSP, along with our award sponsors, has increased the overall prize money for student awards this year. We are giving away more than $6,000 USD in academic award money and $7,000 USD in travel scholarships.

Nominations for all student and faculty awards are being accepted now through June 1. Winners will be honored as part of the ACSP Annual Conference.

Visit our website for the [full list of awards](#) and nominate yourself or another deserving candidate today!

---

Fun Facts About Toronto - ACSP Conference Host City

There are an estimated 10 million trees in Toronto! The City has implemented a Tree Planting Strategy to increase the canopy of trees from 30% to 40%.

---

Volunteer as a Discussant for ACSP2022

There are several volunteer opportunities available for the up-coming Annual Conference and we are currently looking for discussants.

Discussants should be knowledgeable about their session topic and will receive papers prior to the conference for review. We ask that they offer compelling comments about each paper in their session as well as act as the timekeeper.

Learn more about this and other [volunteer roles](#), as well as sign up to serve, on our website.
ACSP is delighted to announce that starting with Volume 42, Number 2, our flagship Journal of Planning Education and Research will be online only for members. This move reflects the reality of how most of our members read the journal and has the added benefit of being more ecologically-friendly. We hope you continue to use the journal in your scholarly work and that you consider publishing in the journal.

---

Member News

Cornell University: Call for Applications to the Inaugural NARSC/NERSA Summer School

---

Association Contributor News

American Planning Association: NPC22 Registration Open
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: New Book
Kauffman Foundation:
  - Early – Stage Researcher Professional Development Series
  - Spring Knowledge Challenge Showcase

---

Other News

Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP): Monthly Newsletter Now Available

---

Recent Jobs

Cornell University Department of City and Regional Planning: Strauch Fellows
Kansas State University: Adjunct Instructor
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA): 9182 Manager VIII, MTA (Planning Director)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Urban and Regional Planning: Clinical Assistant Professor
University of Manitoba: Assistant Professor, Indigenous Planning (Indigenous Scholar)
Submit Your Planning News

As a benefit of membership, members may submit planning-related news items for publication on the ACSP website and/or eNews Weekly newsletter free-of-charge.

Click to Submit >

Upcoming Events & Deadlines

APRIL

25: Curriculum Innovation Award Application Deadline - Sponsored by Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

MAY

2: Case Study Award Winners Announced - Sponsored by Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

31: Intent to Submit Deadline for the Best Paper Award - Sponsored by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

JUNE

1: ACSP2022 Award Nomination Deadline

6: Curriculum Innovation Award Winners Announced - Sponsored by Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

16 - 18: ACSP Junior Faculty Workshop for Faculty of Color (Harvard University - Cambridge, Massachusetts)

20 - 22: JPER New Scholars Writing Workshop (University of Maryland - College Park, Maryland)

AUGUST

23: Best Paper Award Final Submission Deadline - Sponsored by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

OCTOBER

4: Best Paper Award Winners Announced - Sponsored by the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation

NOVEMBER
ACSP2022 UPDATES

Please bookmark the ACSP2022 Conference Page for the most up-to-date information including important dates and reminders.
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